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HI GH LIG HTS

OF 1972

In early September a long term goal of the exploration effort was
achieved: The Flint Ridge Cave System was connected with Mammoth Cave
unifying a grand agglomerate of passages whose presently surveyed length
exceeds 144 miles . Key to the connection was the forcing of an exceedingly tight canyon which lead event ually to the discovery of Pete Hansen's Lost River--a mile long passage t.hat passed completely under Mammoth
Cave Ridge and the overlying dry passages in the Ganter Avenue Complex to
connect with Echo River at Cascade Hall .
Dr . Franz-Dieter Mio t ke and his assistant Mr . Hans Papenberg completed their 10 month stay on Flint Ridge . The first fruits of their
concentrated a t tack on t he problems of the geomorphic history of the
region have appeared in print as the monograph Genetic Relationship
Between Caves and Landforms in the Mammoth Cave National Park Area, by
F.-D. Miotke and AoN. Pa.lmer. Dr. Miotke's efforts have also broadened
our perspectives on the extent of the Central Kentucky Karst particularly
to the south and west where his spore tracing experiments and those of
Steve Wells have out lined the Graham Spring drainage basin.
The Founda t ion was host to Professor Alfred BHgli for a ten day
period in June . Dr, BHgli was conc erned with the measurement of joints
and their influence on passage development .
Explorations of the Sinkhole Plain by Steve Wells and associates
have produced a new cave system in the Graham Spring drainage with major
trunk passage beneath the Sinkhole Pla i n .
The Foundation's annual gradua t e student fellowship for 1972 was
awarded to Mr. Russell S . Harmon of McMaster University for support of
his PhD disser t ation on ages and paleo c limates of karst areas based on
isotope dist r ibutions in speleothems . Mr . Harmon's field work will span
areas in Canada, Mexico, and Western United States as well as in the
Central Kentucky Karst .
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COMMENTS BY THE RETIRING PRESIDENT
Joseph K. Davidson
Yes, I have ret i red as CRF President after five years , And Stan
Sides is our fourth President . In rscently reflecting on events of the
past five years I w~s surprised at just how mu c h has happened:

1 . Funding for cave related Teee~t c h r ea ll y got underway in 1969
with a series of granes fro m t he Na ti ona] Geograph ic Society for Pat
Watson's archeologi c al work . It tota1ed e ver $10,000 . In 1971 a
Federal grant of about $23,000 was made to Pennsylvania State University
to support Jack Hess and Will White's hydrology project in the Central
Kentucky Karst.
2. Our interpret i ve pr ogram was r e a l l y bca sted in 1970 when we
operated a one-day (r a i ni ng £F.:s s jo n fcr t he HeN? ~taft , I t has continued
each year right up to t he present . CRE s€Qd s three sc i en tis t s to t he
park to discuss the important aspects of the geol.agy , bi ol ogy and archeology of the caves and the region . Tom Poul sen hes nea r ly finished the
preparation of an inr:erpretive bookle t: for t he self-guiding trip in Mammoth Cave.
3 . Through Dr . Dean Mer chant, CRF cooperat ed with t he Ohio State
University to c onduct an aerial survey of the southeas t part of MCNP.
With it we have impo rt an t closures between en r ranc es including elevations
and we will now be able to accurately place all the cav es in that area on
one map . We now have the framework for mo r e major cave connec tions.
4 . About Thanksgiving of 1968 Gordon and J ud y Smith discovered Lee
Cave on Joppa Ridge wi t h c ha r acteris tic s just like Mammoth Cave and the
Flint Ridge Cave System . It even had pr e-Columbian Indian artifacts in
Mar s hall Avenue (the ma j n passageway) . Today i t has 7 1/2 miles of surveyed passage and extends under a major pa r t of Joppa Ridge .
5 " In 19 70 work began in Mammoth Ca:v e , Muc.h o f t he work has involved
rediscover i ng pa s sages that were known by early explor e r s and t hen forgotten . But an increasing amc unt has been In Virgin areas . The archeology,
geology, and biology p roj e c t s are i nvoLVIng an in cr easing amount of field
work i. n Mammoth Cave ., The pot:ent ial for more work seems as limitless as
in the FRCS and Joppa Ri dge .
6 . Our average c. limbing capabilities have increased tremendously.
Fi ve years ago WE had only ab ou t two people with a wi de experience in
rope climbing and savi ng te c hniques . Now there a r e many so that it is
almost routine to field parties into areas that require technical capabilities .
7 , The number of sci entists ~ arrying on research at MCNP has grown
c ons l derabl y in recent years a nd we have more researchers from foreign
lands doing research at MCNP . Whereas research operated at a steady
plateau level for sever a] years, it is now clear ly increasing in intensity.
No end is in sigh t .
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8. The Field Station at MCNP has seen much-needed improvement. CRF
has invested in a new water system, heating system, and summer shelter.
And the NPS has added another building to our Use Permit. These improvements boost considerably our ability t o support research . We now can
house a research e r longer than a few days and we can do it in the winter.
In just one year t he improved Field Station has been so used for Dr.
Franz-Dieter Miotke, Hans Papenberg, Pr ofessor Alfred Bggli, and Jack Hess .
9 . In t he au t umn of 1969 CRF promised the NPS to prepare a report
on the resour ces of MCNP . I n mid-197l, after a full man year of work,
the Founda t ion r eleased the fif t h i n i t s series of studies: the 34-page
Wilderness Resou[c.,es of _Mammoth Cave Na t ional Park: A Regional Approach.
10 . The Guada lu pe Cave Survey has merged with the Cave Research Foundation . The Guadalupe Cave Survey is a group of approximately 30 active
people that has been work i ng in Carlsbad Caverns National Park and the
surrounding a r ea fo r t he pas t e i ght years . The interests and goals of
the GCS hav e been la r ge ly the same as CRF's so that c'Jnsiderable cooperation has oc c urred between the two groups for the past two years. In fact
many of the westerners are Joint Venturers of both CRF and GCS. Pete
Lindsley, as GCS Di rec tor, has become the CRF Operations Manager for the
Guadalupe Escarpmen t Area .
CRF's pr i mary i mpact in the West will likely be to increase the
research ou t put and t o promo t e the use of those results in interpretation
and land managemen t. Already t he amount of resear ch is on the rise in
the Guadalupe Es c a r pment Area . And t he past two years have seen c onsiderable interest in park planning at CCNP and Guadalupe Mountains National
Park.
As I ha ve been wrItI ng all t his I 've been try i ng to think of an
accurate wa y t o de se l i.be the feel i ng one has being President of CRF.
My thoughts ke ep return i ng to t hat November night i n 1965 when we conducted our firs t practice rescue a t MCNP . We resc uers had just eaten a
hearty evening meal a nd had c ollec ted the str et cher, blankets, etc . In
getting these materials to the Aus t in Entranc e, we transported them by
stationwagon to the point of the hill whe r e the road turns sharply left
and down. Fred Morrison asked me to lead the group to the Austin Entrance.
I grabbed some piec e of necessary gear in order to feel more needed than
just as a gu i de, the othe r s hefted the s t retcher and off we went. In two
minutes we rea l ized we were in the sticks l ! No trail ! ! I had been so busy
trying to keep ahead of those 12 people that I had forgotten the left turn
and had led them right off the end of the hill into the brush. Traversing
left solved the problem, and the rema i nder of the practice rescue went
smoothly.
But being CRF President is a li t tle like being guide that night in
1965. The organi zation is made up of so many people with great energy,
motivation, and initiat.ive that one's eyes must always be forward in
order to keep the re s ources just behind usefully deployed and out of the
brush. And let me tell you that's wha t makes running CRF fun. It is not
a one man show . Everyone has enthusiasm and ideas. And most have little
hesitation communicating their ideas t o the President in short order.
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So I want to thank you all for your efforts in working with me,
providing ideas, giving me something to guide. It has made by five
years as President very enjoyable. I now ask that we all give our
new President, Stan Sides, support in the same way. Let's give him
lots to guide and direct ,

THE SCI ENTI FI C PROGRAMS
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Karren topography over H5lloch, Switzerland: The
surface overlying the cave is a forested karst
containing numerous deep pits in the Seewer limestone
(Cretaceous)which overlies the Schratten
limestone in which H5lloch is developed.
Due to
a steepening of the dip southeastward in the
updip direction toward the crest of the Drusberg
Nappe, the Schratten limestone crops out in the
headwater areas of the cave in a high, barren
region of karren topography. Attempts to explore
H5lloch upstream beneath the barren plateau shown
here have so far proved futile although most of
the recharge to the cave apparently takes place
through this surface.
Photo and commentary by Arthur N. Palmer
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CARTOGRAPHY
CARTOGRAPHY AND EXPLORATION AT MAMMOTH CAVE
NATIONAL PARK
John P. Wi.lcox. Willi.am P o Crowther and Patricia P. Crowther
Again in 1 972, the t ot a l foot age recorded by survey parties in Mammoth Cave National Park was greater than in any previous year. 21.12
miles of passage we r e s u.rveyed during the twelve-month period ending
November 1, 1 972, 96 percent of it previously unsurveyed by the Foundation . The surveyed l eng t h of Mammoth Cave was increased by 19 . 4 percent
this year o
A breakthrough in the Candlelight River area of Flint Ridge led to
a new river passage at a lowe r level than the previously known passages
there . In September downstream exploration in the new river yielded the
long s ough t connection wi th Mammoth Cave, The Flint-Mammoth Cave System
t hus es tablished contains l l~4 9 miles of s urveyed passageway .
u

Map production has been s peeded by the computerized processing of
all survey data. The pro gram, developed by Will and Pat Crowther, generates rectangula r coordi nates, dr aws large-s cale Calcomp plots of individual survey l ines to which passage detail may be added by hand, and draws
small-scale plot s of entire areas with the walls shown instead of the
s urvey lines u The 1a ter. mode is illustrated by Figure 2, which shows a
compu ter drawn map of CRF a.nd Wa lker s urveys i n Mammoth Cave. Place
names and t i tles were added manually . Since they may be produced to any
des ired sca le, t hese computer dr awn maps are useful as topo map overlays
a nd as t he bas i s for illustrations for technical papers. Their quick
availabi lity makes t hem val uable in the direction of the field effort.
Entr ance l ocations have been improved by data from the aerial photography project. Radj.o e qui pment developed by Frank Reid is being used
for accurate locati.ons of points on the. surface that are vertically above
points i.n the caves .
Exploration and Survey in Flint Ridge
Decreasing amounts of new footage from Flint Ridge reflect a maturing of our knowledge of the presently integrated portions of the cave
system. There remain, however, large areas of the ridge that must be
underlain by cave to which access has not yet been found. The year has
been one of rechecking localities that have potential for breakthrough
into areas of new cave .
In July, such a r echeck of a previously surveyed passage in the
Candlelight River area led to a major breakthrough into a lower level
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drainage sys t emc Mak e than 1000 feet wer e surveyed t here in August,
most o f it in a walki ng river passage t ha t i s t he largest to be found
in Fli t Ridge sinc e the discovery of the Northwest Passage in 1966 0
Acc ess i s through a very t i ght ce.nycn that .has aborted troVo parties o
Expl r ing a sad, the s urvey t e am f ound the s i gnature of Pete Hanson, a
g i d.e who e xplored i n Mamm th C8.ve i n t he 1 930 Q s ~ and an arror,.] pointing
in the d irection they wer e going o
On Sep tember 9 a six~membe:r assault team. re,turned t o t he passageo
Splitting i n to two S'.urvey crews ~ they worke d simult aneous:ly~ alternately
lea,ding p t ren.di ng a lways t o the s uthwest o Af ter 5000 fee t o f survey i ng,
o ften :tn waist deep watet'9 they emerged through a near siph Oin i nto the
Echo River tour ist passage OIf Mammo th Cave , tied their survey to a CRF
sur vey in Cascade Ha l _ 9 and left t he c a're via the. Snowball Dining Room
elevator
0

Sev e ral plt'omJlSl].ng l eads :rcemEin in t he new river s ys t em g one o f
t hem ex e nding nolt'tnwalt'd f()r XOOlr.·'B than 1500 f eet under known par.ts of
e Fl i t Ri dge Cav e Systemo The cwclt'ent 8ult"0'eyed leng th OIf the FRCS
i s 86 056 mi l es o
E:H:pl o1t'a !:ion and Survey ilIT. Ma.mmoth Cav,e
As the stllrvey of known pa.ss a ges i n Ma.mmoth Cave ha,g progressed.,
CRF t eams have been s pending an i ncreasing port i on of their time in
exp_ora io:o.o Of t he 18 'm i l es s u rve yed t nelt'e this year., 905 miles have
een in pa sage no ~ lOr, i!..h~: Kamper. to!;' Ne:lson mapso The gr eat est activi ty has been i
t he easT.: end o f the cave " Bla,c k Kettle Avenue was
x ended t the southeast beyond p e vious sultveys to El poin t where i t
. n~ti ons w t Bransfo d Av e llue which
ntixmes eastTN'alf'd as a major
tr uk pa sage , passing to the ~ OI'th f th~ Co ::.itl,a uu[ A'lelJl.ue r e gion o
Mart e l , Nicker s on p R bertson, Fox, ~Q ganD and Cocklebur Av enue.s have
een sur. ' eyed o F ",om Br a nsf('J!'a Avenue the DoundaJries of the ca.ve hav e
Xl pushed northwa rd more than half a mile toward S 'rawber ry Valley
e r e g ion f om Cathed~al omee t t e Fr zen Niaga r a Entrance
still i
the j, itial xp-cjrs,t1.
s !"ge o
0

f

T
ew

een
Wa
00
u

0

M~I, )

ion\ ivenue area has been sultvelyed send has yie l ded Oo? miles
ca~ye o
T e!'e ·Sl:r:e pit.:; yet to be descendedo A survey l ine has
omp_e t d f :r:~m Pin, ,Og Pass t hrough Emi lyOs Ave.nue and Sit Gr eaves
Steve so Avenue "

The up tream end of Roalt'i ng Rive!' has been s urveyed, also y i elding
mi les 0 new cave o The, end of t he passage is under Joppa Ri dge,
t he paten i al f
ntinu .ng is po ,I'"

The CUI' S "t!'; s atus o f ",~nvey:FI in M,ammcth Cav e i s s hown in Figures
d 20 F ig1J,~~ 1 i~ aep oduction o f the map drawn by Max Kamper in
908 after E.. ix t.eneive pelL'~od of compass-ann-pac e surveying
It shows
v~,~= ~_s ly}.
miles ·f pa s a ges D ma.y of t hem not yet surveyed by
, e Kimper ~p i s ' till the mos t detai led available of the
0- t he c a ve
It doe not show New DiscO",/,e lCY or t he Frozen
NiagalC'/3l Sect i on~ s ince t less elCe first e ntered af t e r Kimper's work o
0

0
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Figure 2 is a computer plot of CRF surveys in Mammoth Cave, with
the addition of Walker data for some passages not yet surveyed by the CRF.
The Walker Survey was a series of transit traverses run through some of
the larger passa ges during the 1930's . The data from the Walker Survey
has never been pr esented i n the f or.m of a de t ailed map. Figure 2
includes numerous passages in New Discovery and in the east end of the
cave t hat were virgin or were visited by perhaps one party before the
explorations of the last two years o Hanson's Lost River, the connection
route to Flint Ridge ~ may be seen joining Echo Ri ver just to t he west of
Cascade HalL CRF survey curr ent ly totals 37 . 4 miles, of which 13 09
mi les are i n previously unsurveyed passageo The surveyed length of Mammo t h Cave, inc luding earlier surveys by Kamper . Walker, and others as
compiled by J oFo Quinlan in 1969, is approximately 58 04 miles o
Small Caves
Ac t ivity rw :r t h of the Green River included the survey of Ganter
Cave, 0 083 miles long. and Wilson Cave, 1300 feet o There are still
leads in Ganter" Owl Cave and Hickory Flat Cave were surveyed. Both
a r e very shorto
CARTOGRAPHY A..ND FXPLORATION AT CARLSBAD CAVERNS
NATIONAL PAR..T(
John Corcoran and James Hardy
This is the seventh year of operation for the Cartography Program
i n the Guadalupes o The major caves being surveyed are Carlsbad Caverns,
New Cave, Ogl e. Cave, Goat Cave, Spider Cave, and Chimney Cave in Carlsbad Caverns National Par k o Co ttonwood Cave and Hidden Cave are being
surveyed i n Lincoln National Foresto Caves being surveyed on Bureau of
Land Management property include Dry Cave and Ft. Stanton Cave.
Car lsbad Cave r ns
The sur vey of Carlsbad Caverns consists of two major packages--the
base line s urvey and t he secondar y sur veys . The base line survey uses
da t a from both theodolite and transit sur veys which are leveled and
connected t o USGS brass cap s . Secondary surveys are performed with tripodmounted Brunt on compass and tape . Extensive use of computer data processing provides an exa ct correlation between all surveys and the result
is one of the highest ac curacies of t.hree dimensional cave surveying known
today o
During 1972 over 4,000 feet of transit survey was completed both on
the surface and i n t he cave . App roximately 1000 points were established
over Carlsbad Caverns as par t of t he Gravity Measurement Program which
incorporated a Plane Table s ur vey . Approximately 1900 feet of level
survey was perfor med in the cave wi th empha.s i s on the New Section . Over
2000 feet of Brunton surv ey was completed in Carlsbad Caverns--primarily
in the Cave Pear l Sec t ion, the New Section and the Left Hand Tunnel . The
Cave Pearl Room is a ver y delica.te sec t i on of Carlsbad Caverns that
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exhibits some excellent examples of calcite cave pearls. Although this
area is essentially off limits to all visitors, survey of the passage
will relate its importance to the other portions of the cave. Drafting
of several Left Hand Tunnel and New Section quadrangles was started this
year and additional Brunton surveys were completed in these areas in
order to clarify existing information .
Summary of 1972 Carlsbad Caverns Surveys
Control surveys - transit (Big Room)
Level surveys - Palmer Pole (New Section)
Brunton surveys - New
Brunton surveys
Re-survey
Total cave surveys
Surface surveys - transit
Surface surveys - plane table

92L
1900 "
1915.
389.

, 17
036
.36
.07

fL
fto
ft.
ft.

5125 0 f tc

mi o
mL
mL
mi.

096 mL

325 20 f tu
062 mL
App rox. , lOOO points
establi shed "

New Cave
New Cave is one of the larger caves of Carl s bad Caverns National
Park and is perhaps the second best known of the caves . Located just
within the entrance of Slaughter Canyon, New Cave offers a wilderness
cave experience to its few visitors. Survey of New Cave was initiated
in 1972 in conjunction with the planning for guided tours of the cave
by the Park Service . A transit survey base line was carried from the
entrance to the rear of the cave and tripod-mounted Brunton surveys connected the walls and smaller passages to the base line . The majority
of the cave was surveyed during 1972, and the maps will be drafted during 1973 0 Formation a.nd guano-mi ning detail will be provided as well
as the "tourist" trail route .
Summary of 1972 New Cave (Slaughter Canyon) Surveys
Control surveys
Brunton surveys
Bru-nton surveys

-

transit
new
Re-survey

1178 0 f t.
. 22 ""
t.
f
1.1695 0
2 022 mi.
61.9 . ft. = 012 mL

Tota.l cave surveys

13493 0 fL

.l~

::::;

..... u

2056 mi.

Ogle-Rainbow Cave
Also located in Slaughter Canyon, "Rainbogle" Cave is on the opposite wall of the canyon from New Cave o A geological reconnaissance was
made of Ogle Cave and the area above the cave with emphasis on geological mapping of the area. Both the Ogle entrance and the Rainbow Cave
entrance were tied to recently established brasscaps o A second survey
line was established down the main corridor for the purpose of tying to
historical survey points and to increase the accuracy of our past surveys . A newly discovered passage was also surveyed and tied to previous
surveys ,
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Summary of 1972 Ogle-Rainbow Cave (Slaughter Canyon) Surveys
Brunton surveys - New
Brunton surveys - Re-survey and tie-in

Surface surveys

-

577. ft. = .11 mi.
1694. ft. = .32 mi.

Total cave surveys

2271. ft. = .43 mi.

Brunton

2071. ft. = .39 mi.

Goat Cave
Goat Cave is also located in Slaughter Canyon in Carlsbad Caverns
National Park. The cave consists of one large corridor with two side
passages . Although the cave is very dry and dusty, it is quite impressive and presents the visitor with a true wilderness experience due to
the remoteness of the entrance. The cave was surveyed with tripodmounted Brunton and the map was drafted during 1972.
Summary of 1972 Goat Cave (Slaughter Canyon) Surveys
Brunton surveys - New

1558. ft.

= . 29 mi.

Able Goat Cave
Able Goat Cave is typical of numerous smaller caves of Carlsbad
Caverns National Park . Consisting essentially of one medium sized room
with one smaller room to one side, the cave location is quite remote.
This is a typical "dead" cave since most of the formations are now quite
dry. Survey was by tripod-mounted Brunton.
Summary of 1972 Able Goat Cave Survey
Brunton surveys - New

470. ft.

=

.09 mi.
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HYDROLOGY
John Wo He s s and William B, White
(MACA-N-12)
The presen t problems are concerned with spring hydrograph analysis
in order to investiga.te. t he flow system of t he Central Kentucky Karst
and with the seasonal changes in the water chemistry of the various
waters of the a rea . Thi s pas t summer Pike. Spring and Owl Cave were
instrument ed to recc~d wa t er velocity, temperature, and electrical conductivity . The water chemi~ try sampling program includes the Haney
Springs, the sinki ng streams of t he Si.nkhole Plain, and the springs
along the Green River o The r a in gage network using private observers
has been enlarged t his year to inc lude areas of Mammoth Cave National
Park . A spring survey of the Bar ren River was carried out in conjunction with Steve Wells. Twenty-five springs were located and described
between Polkville and Bowling Green .
The continu.ously recording ins truments were installed in Pike Spring
on 8 July 1972 and in Owl Cave on 13 July 1972 0 The data since then have
varied in qualit y as various bugs were worked out of the system. Several
good pulses were picked up on the. recorders and at least one example of
Pike Spring back flood i ng was re corded o Figure 1 shows the early parts
of a pulse through Owl Cave during 28 - 30 July 1972. It is in response
to 2.5" to 5 . 5" of rain 27 through 30 July 1972. The heaviest rain was
on the night of the 28th o In general the Spc ~pecific conductance) of
the water, whi ch is proportional to its hardness, decreased and the tempe r ature of the water increased as t he pulse went through . The early
small decreases in the Spc mi ght be due to t he early arrival of a low
conductance water wi t h inputs close t o Owl Cave such as vertical shaft
inputs of water off of the clastic ridge tops, water falling directly
onto Cedar Sink and Mill Hole and surface drainage. The increases in
conductance can be explained by the ' pulse flushing water out of storage
in front of it as i t moves through the system. The water in storage
would be expected to have a higher than average Spc, since it has had
a longer resident time within' t he flow system', The increase in temperature as the pulse goes through is caused by the fact that the summer rain
water has a higher temperature than the ground water.
Figure 2 shows a back flooding of Pike Spring during 28 - 30 September 1972 . The springs will back flood when the hydrostatic head due
to the increase in the level of the Green River is greater than the head
due to the input wa t ers to the spring . Both the temperature and Spc
increased because the temperature and Spc of the Green River were greater than those of Pike Spring . The dashed portions of the curves denote
that the temperature went off s ca le, and the Spc is dependent on the
temperature o
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A bi-weekly chemical sampling program is under way on the Haney
Springs, the Turnhole Drainage (Owl Cave, Ceder Sink Stream. Mill Hole.
Gardner Creek, Little Sinking Creek, and Sinking Branch), the Graham
Spring and Sinking Creek, and springs along the Green Rivero The pH,
temperature, andZSpc are2~easured in the fieldo Back in the lab, alkalinity, total Ca +and Mg
and Ca 2+ are measured . This part of the
project is not yet far enough along to present any results,
Owl Cave and Pike Spring are sampled as above at least once a week
to generate a chemical rating curve " Echo and Styx Springs are also
checked several times a week in an effort to try to understand their
relationship to each other and to the drainage system o One interesting
observation was made this year dealing with the Echo-Styx drainage 0 Echo
Spr'ing was flowing in, while Styx was flowing auto It was at a time
when water levels were low and the Green-River wasrisingo Echo can
back flood immediately in response to the Green River, - but the Green
must- be at a specific minimum level before Styx will back flood ,
CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF VADOSE WATERS IN THE
SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY KARST
Russell S. Harmon, JchnWo Hess and William Bo White
Vertically moving waters intersect ' the cave systems'of the Central
Kentucky Karst. Some are depositing ' travertine, some cut vertical
shafts v and some enter through fractures and - joints · without obvious
solution or deposition o Water samples from many parts·of the system
have ' been analyzed for Ca, Mg, bicarbonate, and pH o A computer calculati,on allows the waters to bE characterized by a saturation index and
an equilibrium carbon dioxide pressure o The resulting parameters form
a bimodal distribution in a,greement with Thrailkill! s classification of
"vadose seeps" and "vadose :lows ~ " Shaft waters are highly undersaturated, <5! r- > = -0 083 and would be in equilibrium with ' a gas phase with
log CO pressur e = -2 u33 u Dri,pwaters are somewhe,t supersaturated,
2
<81 > :, +0 018 and. have a slightly higher CO pressure <log Pea >= -2 0290
2
Thecbase level springs, presumably dis charg~ng
a composite of 2the diffe r entinput wat.er types ' remain- undersaturated, <SI > = -0058 but have
a surprisingly hi gh CO pressure, <log P
'> = -2 0 l~ o
2
CO 2
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GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY OF THE SINKHOLE PLAIN AND GLASGOW UPLAND,
CENTRAL KENTUCKY KARST
Franz-Dieter Miotke and Hans Papenberg
The results of the first extensive water tracing experiments on the
Sinkhole Plain have been published in Caves and Karst, The conclusions
are quoted below. A drainage map including some additional results by
Steve G. Wells appears on Page 32.
The tracing results show conclusively that:
1. The Sinkhole Plain in the vicinity of Pilot Knob drains both
to the Green River and the Barren River, It is a potential source of
groundwater pollution in Mammoth Cave National Park and other intervening areas,
2. The pre-karst drainage pattern still influences the subterranean
drainage.
3. Although the relationship between the pre-karst drainage pattern
(physiography) and the subterranean drainage is obvious, the lack of
springs occurring along Barren River southeast of Bowling Green--particularly to the south of the ponors of the sinking streams, from where the
hydraulic gradient is steepest--shows that the influence on the groundwater hydrology of not only the strike and dip of the beds, but also the
lithology, cannot be denied .
4 , A subterranean drainage divide lies between Little Sinking Creek
and Sinking Creek .
5. If the subsurface flow direction of water from the several sinking streams east of Gardner Creek is similar to that from the Creek--as
suggested by the map of the piezometric surface (Cushman, 1968)--it is
most probably to River Styx Spring, Echo River Spring, and other springs
east of Turnhole Bend Spring; hence, part of the water supply of Mammoth
Cave National Park may be polluted by water that enters the aquifer as
much as 6 km south of the Park boundary.
FLOOD BEHAVIOR IN CARBONATE BASINS OF SOUTHERN KENTUCKY
Elizabeth L. White
Most of the storm enters the underground storage and does not appear
as runoff. Thus the usual peaked flood hydrograph is not present in limestone areas.
The mean annual flood was found to be inversely proportional to the
basin area underlain by limestone. A Pennsylvania basin with about 80%
limestone (Area = 87.2square miles) had a mean annual flood of 8 csm,
whereas most basins in Pennsylvania and surrounding states between 2 and
200 square miles in area have a mean annual flood of approximately 30 csm.
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A basin about 70 miles south of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, is underlain
by carbonates . The West Fork of Drakes Creek (USGS #3-3137) drains 110
square miles and contains 17 square miles that is drained completely
underground. This basin is unique in that most of the basin is underlain
by a homogeneous clay-rich-limestone-derived soil of Silurian age. The
limestones of Pennsylvania are Cambrian and Ordovician age. The surface
clay-rich soils keep the water from draining into the ground; thus about
one-half the sinkholes in this basin were filled with water in March 1972.
Bacon Creek, near Priceville, Kentucky (USGS #3-3104) has an area
of 85.4 square miles containing 31 square miles of underground drainage.
The soils here also appear to be more homogeneous than is usually expected . The surface soils here contain more sand than the lower soils. The
ratio of sinkholes with water vs those without water is less than that
for West Drakes Creek . This is due to the ability of sandy soils to
drain more easily than the clay-rich soils. A summary of some soil
observations is given below :
March 1972
With water
Without water

Mottling

Surfacp.
soils

B-horiz

ls
area

W. Drakes

1:1

None

Clayrich

Clayrich

17

Bacon Creek

1:4

Some

Sandy

Clayrich

31

Tota 1
area
110

85.4

Note: Soil mottling is due to a fluctuating water table resulting from
alternating oxidation and reduction. Mottling was present only on Bacon
Creek watershed. The clay soils of West Drakes Creek keep most of the
water perched on the surface.
Flood records from these and other carbonate basins in South Central
Kentucky are being compiled to quantitatively investigate the effects of
the basin parameters, local stratigraphy, and soil type on flood response
in carbonate aquifers in flat-lying limestones.
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MINERALOGY

PLEISTOCENE PALEOCLIMATE INVESTIGATIONS IN THE CENTRAL KENTUCKY KARST
Russell S. Harmon
During the latter half of 1972 a study of the Late Pleistocene paleoclimatology of the Central Kentucky karst region was begun as a portion
of a PhD program . Absolute ages of secondary calcium carbonate deposits
from the caves of Mammoth and Flint Ridges will be determined by the
Th230/U234 method and depositional temperatures from the 018 /0 15 ratio of
the carbonate and D/ H ra tio of trapped interstitial pore waters .
Initially, two small stalactite specimens from the Flint-Mammoth Cave
System were obtained from W<B. White to determine the concentration of U
and Th in speleothems from the region and assess the possibility of dating
such materials . The samples were found to contain a sufficiently high concentration of the radioisotopes (0 . 1 to 0.3 ppm) to undertake a more
extensive sampling program. The one specimen from the Frozen Niagara secti.on of Mammoth Cave was dated at 6000 ± 100 years before present .
Lat.e this year a number of carefully selected stalactite and/or f1owstone specimens from Flint Ridge, Cathedral Cave, and Great Onyx were collected for both age dating and stable isotope work. The tips of six active
soda straws and the associated drip waters were also sampled to study the
conditions under which speleothems are presently being deposited and to
check the validity of the stable isotope "thermometers" in the region.
POLLEN STUDY OF CAVE SEDIMENTS
Gilbert Peterson
Pollen has often been recovered from sediments of Pleistocene and
recent age and used to identify floral assemblages and hence climatic
conditions at the time of deposition. Most pollen studies deal with
ponds, lakes, bogs, or small rock shelters, i.e. the pollen is precipitated directly from the atmosphere . In this study the chief transporting
agent was moving water, from shaft drains and from backf100ding of the
Green River. The purpose of the study was two-fold. First, ancient
sediments in upper passage levels were examined to see if any identifiable
pollen has been preserved. Second, the present-day transport of pollen by
shaft drains and Green River backflooding was examined to see what types
of pollen are being brought into the cave and whether this mechanism
favors certain pollen types to the exclusion of others. This second
question has potential value in the interpretation of the ancient pollen
record, not only in Central Kentucky, but in other similar geographic
areas.
Field work was begun in July and largely completed by the end of the
summer. Small sediment samples of 10 cc each were taken from upper levels
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of Mammoth, Great Onyx, and Salts Caves. Modern sediments were sampled
in Echo River, Columbian Avenue and Eyeless Fish Trail, and from· shaft
drains in Colossal Cave. A few samples of surface sediment were taken
for comparison. Samples were processed in the palynology laboratory at
the University of Wisconsin .
Preliminar y results indi cate tha t , a l though pollen is now being
deposi t ed in the cave system, it has not been preserved in the older
cave sediments . A detailed pollen count i s now in pr ogress .
MINERALOGY OF CARLSBAD CAVERNS
Carol A. Hill, Harvey Ro DuChene and David H. Jagnow
In ~he past year two new s peleothems wer e r ecogni zed and three
(with a possible f ourth) new mi nerals were discovered in Carlsbad Caverns Na tional Park . Calcit e blades wer e found on the wa ll of the main
r a i l in the Boneyard and tabular gypsum was fo und i n t he Mystery Room
(s ee GCS Mineralogi cal Repor t, April 7, 197Z ) . Two phos phate minerals
were discover ed in t he bat guanos of New Cave and Ogle Cave . Brushite,
CaHP0 4 "HZO, oc curs as a leac~ed produc t on t op o f bat guano i n Ogle Cave .
Fluorapatit e, Ca (PO 4 ) F, occurs i n New Cav·e a s a blue-green layer in a
suite of layered phosphates i n the mined bat guanos . The other layers
are being x-rayed at t he present time . Thenard ite ~ NaS04' a dehydration
produc t of mira.bi li.t e, NaS0 4 • lOH 2 0 . wa s f ound occurring along the trail
near t he Pump Room. Thi$ soluble s a.lt probably i nitially forms as
mir abilite and a t leas t par tial ly dehydra t es to thenardite within the
cave . ' Epsomite i s a pO$sibl~ f~ur th new mi neral discovered in Carlsbad
Caverns Na t i onal Park this year . Although not x-rayed, a bitter tasting
mi neral was found along the t ra:U i n the Bi g Room . Similar to the mirabilite, it formed as a fl uffy " co tton" on top of cave soils . The pres enc e of ep somite would certainly be likely, considering the other sulfa t es present ,.
0

An ex t e s i ve amount of work was continued on the hunt it e flows tone

" c.r ink.J..e b i s t ers " ) of the Left Hand Tunnel a r ea .

This new occurrence
e f hun i te ltdl1 be publi shed s·oon i n a ·fo r t hcoming r eport. Aragonite
ave pe ar l s were anal yzed fr om Able Goat Cave , a small cave recently
su.rveyed i n he Pa rk , These pearls ar e di fferent from ordinary cave
pearls i n ha t 'hey were not r ad i a lly l ayer ed but were composed of moonmi lk.
The primary obj ec tive of t he mineralogical program is to determine.
he mi ner"alogy of var i.ous speleothems and depo sits in the caves of the
G a dalu.pe Mount a ' ns . Some of the long range goals and study areas of
he pr oject a r e l i s 'ed bel ow ~
1e
2c

De a iled i nves tigations of the gr owth of helic tit es
Gyps um blocks in the Bi g Room of Carlsbad Caverns and other
c ave s of t he Guadal upe Mountains
I n :err elat i onships and genes is of t he carbonate system in
Ca rlsbad Caverns
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Disintegration (old age) of speleothems
Deflected stalactites
Popcorn lines in Carlsbad Caverns
Canopy growth
Halloysite genesis
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KARST

GEOMORPHOLOGY

GENETIC RELATIONS BETWEEN CAVES AND LANDFORMS
IN THE

~JU1MOTH

CAVE NATIONAL PARK AREA

Franz-Dieter Miotke and Arthur N, Palmer
Some results of a ten month intensive study of the landforms and caves
in South-Ce~tral Kentucky have already been published in monograph form "
The conclusions reacheu in this monograph are quoted below, and the pro-'
posed geomorphic hist ory of the region is presented in Table 1 ,
Field work carried out by both authors indicates that cave development in Mammoth Cave National Park has been closely governed by the
erosional and depositional history of the region, with large cave passages having formed at grade with the Green River at times when the river
lay at base level, Major cave levels are therefore correlative with any
surface features that also owe their development to pauses in the dissection or aggradation of the river, such as terrace remnants and erosion
surfaces. By determi ning the ages of surface features of this type, it
is possible to establish the age s and developmental history of the corresponding cave levels .
The following observations from this paper support the validity of
this correlation:
10

The elevations, morphology, and (t o some extent) the sed.iments
in the cave passages of Floyd Collins' Crystal Cave agree
closely with those of surface valley features .

2.

The gentle, uniform gradients of trunk passages in the cave
suggest that the majority of their enlargement has taken place
near the top of the phreatic zone. Although the discharge in
accessible trunk passages was greater than that of the smaller
canyon passages, the flow velocity was less in the trunk passages (generally less than 10 em/sec) . Attainment of a large
passage width has consequently required a long period of groundwater stabili ty at or near base level.

3.

Variations in stratigraphy and geologic structure influence the
trends and gradients of cave passages, but not their elevations .

4.

Chemistry data indicate that most solution in caves of the
national park takes place in lateral passages at or near base
level, rather than where water descends vertically in shafts
and at canyon heads.

Despite the limited areal extent of the cavern data, the genetic
relationship between passages in Crystal Cave and erosional-depositional
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levels in the Green River valley cannot be an isolated example. Because
the geomorphic history of the Green River valley is related to that of
the entire Ohio River basin, it should be possible to extend the correlation of cave levels well beyond the small area studied here. A similar
relationship between cave development and erosion levels has been suggested for the Indiana karst by Powell (1968) and Palmer (1969, p. 112114). Taking into account local variations in geologic setting and geomorphic history, it should be possible in a similar way to determine the
developmental history of caves throughout the entire midwestern United
States.

GEOLOGIC STUDY OF FLOYD COLLINS' CRYSTAL CAVE
Arthur N. Palmer and Margaret V. Palmer
The leveling and geologic mapping program in Crystal Cave was continued in 1972 and is nearing completion. Several major passages were
leveled, including Flint Crawl, the route to the bottom of Bottomless
Pit and the remainder of the former Commercial section. Shaft systems
near Camp II were surveyed to provide a more complete picture of the
present drainage patterns in the cave. A surface survey, which linked
the datum at the Crystal Cave entrance with the level of Green River,
showed that the entrance is about 700 feet in elevation, 280 feet above
the river . The present maximum depth of the cave is 260 feet below the
entrance .
Future plans include leveling to the Overlook area in order to provide a link with passages accessible from the Austin entrance. Minor
passages will also be leveled to provide detail for the hydrologic interpretation of the cave . Preliminary results from the project have been
outlined in a recent publication by Arthur N. Palmer and Franz-Dieter
Miotke.
A GEOMORPHIC INVESTIGATION OF THE KARST PLAIN
(PENNYROYAL PLATEAU OF SOUTH CENTRAL KENTUCKY)
Steve G. Wells
The morphology of surface karst features and their interrelationship to the subterranean features was investigated in the sinkhole plain
of south central Kentucky. The area of investigation is situated on a
low relief plateau developed on 430 foot (130m) thick sequence of limestones of Meremac Age (Upper Mississippian), southwest of Mammoth Cave
National Park. This area was chosen because of the large lateral extent
of the plain which affords the maximum possibility for the surface and
subsurface integration. Genetic relations between relief processes and
structural and stratigraphic variations are examined to illustrate the
degree to which these factors control the landscape in the study area.
Controversy over the genesis of karst plains in humid, temperate
climates is centered around the effects of structure and stratigraphy
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versus the effects of baselevel on the karst landscape. It has been
suggested that the karst plain of the Pennyroyal Plateau in Kentucky
is a stripped, structural surface developed on resistant lithologic
units. However, studies in the sinkhole plain of southern Indiana
(Mitchell Plain) reveal erosional levels which support fluvial erosion
of the carbonate terrain. Recent investigations in the Mammoth Cave
region (Chester Cuesta or Mammoth Plateau) suggest important relations
betweel fluvial terraces and cave elevations, It is the undertaking
of this study to determine the controls of the karst landscape for this
section of the Pennyroyal Plateau.
A major portion of the study area is comprised of a large, single
drainage basin which encompasses a total area of 140 square miles (364
km 2 ). This was determined by subterranean dye tracings conducted by
Franz-Dieter Miotke and the author in the spring and summer of 1972 (see
Figure 6). The resurgence for the watershed is a spring ce:mplex, known
as Graham Springs, situated on the Barren River near the edge of the
Chester Cuesta. The Graham Springs system has a surface channel over
1500 feet (457.5m) long, along which four springs ar'e located, The fact
that there is only one outlet system whic.h has remained horizontally
stationary over an extended period of time is indicated by two terraces
at elevations of 430 feet (130m) and 440 feet (13402m) and by associated
abandoned spring alcoves. This evidence, along with the karst groundwater flow times, suggests an integrated system (limited number of master
conduits) whose hydraulic gradient has remained high enough to maintain
a grade to the master drainage, the Barren River.
2
Approximately thirty-two square miles (83.6 km ) of the headwater
region of the Graham Springs watershed is characterized by several sinking streams. A new method was devised to determine whether any fluvial
erosion could be detected on the karst plain by means of the sinking
stream morphology. A mathematical equation was used to model the slopes
(longitudinal profiles) of the sinking streams. The exponential curve
defined by the equation:

where Y is the elevation of the local baselevel, A represents the elevation of the headwaters, B is the wear-coefficient, and x is the distance
downstream, has a remarkable correlation with the actual stream profiles
(Table 2). All correlation coefficients for the best fit curve to the
actual stream slope are greater than 0.95. Projection of the sinking
stream slopes beyond the terminal ponor have an average baselevel elevation (Y value) of 460 feet (140.3m), nearly 100 feet below the surface
of the karst plain. Results suggest that the sinking streams are graded
to the karst ground-water level, which is a function of the cave systems'
elevation and discharge. Variations in the values for Y may be due to
the fact that the terminus of a sinking stream will vary with discharge
(during high discharge they sink at the terminal swallow hole, but during low discharge they will sink several hundred feet upstream).Another
plausible explanation for variations in Y values could be related to the
drainage basin sizes, where higher Y values occur with the larger drainage basins. However, changes in the karst ground-water elevation will
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TABLE 2
Exponential Equations for Best Fit Curves of the Sinking Streams in
Karst Plain
DOTY CREEK

486'= 671.23e-·0525x

r = -.982

PONDSVILLE CREEK

444'= 677. 95e-. 063lx

r = -.999

SINKING CREEK

512'= 726. 36e-' 0287x

r = -.984

MOISER SINKING CR.

437'= 621. 24e - . 09lx

r = -.972

KEPLER (4) S. CR.

1Olx
451'= 580.76e-·

r = -.993

GARDNER CREEK

064x
445'= 692.8ge-·

r = -.992

LITTLE SINKING CR.

029x
529'= 729. 4ge-·

r = -.989

SINKING BRANCH

068x
416'= 705.33e-·

r = -.955

The exponential equations are
which represents baselevel of
the stream's head, x is miles
coefficient is fepresented by

Bx
in the form of Y=Ae , where Y is point
sinking streams, A is the elevation of
downstream )x=O at A), and the correlation
r.
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LEGEND FOR FIGURE
A - Graham Springs
B - Graham Springs Cave
C - Elk Spring
D - Moiser Sinking Creek
E - Doty Sinking Creek
F - Pondsville Sinking Creek
G - Sinking Creek
H - Sinking Branch
I - Little Sinking Creek
J - Gardner Creek

K - Mill Hole Karst Window
L - Turnhole Bend Spring

Subterranean Flow Paths,
M = Miotke dye tracing
W = Wells dye tracing
Graham Springs Drainage Basin
boundary, solid line represents
topographic divide, and dashed
line is a karst ground water
divide.
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affect the hydraulic gradients of .the sinki ng streams . The elevation of
the ground-water in the karst plain is related in part to the discharge
of the Barren River where the average level of the ground water is increased approximately (6 , lm) 20 feet during periods of moderately high
di scharge .
Results show li t tle r elation between ca ve passage trends, e l ongate
sinkhole orientations, and frac t ure pat terns i n t he s t udy area , Elonga t e
sinkhole orientations don't coinc i de wi th the orient a tion of measured
joints, nor do they show close correlat ion t o major cave pas sage trends g
suggesting little major collapse into . the cave s y st em s ~ Fur ther evidence
for this is cited by the fast ground-water fl ow times which indicate that
the sinkholes do not penetrate the vadose port ipn pf t he karst groundwater , Two major cave systems (Graham Springs and Smith Grove caves)
are used as field evidenc e, which combined have a t ot al of near ly 10,000
feet of survey . There also appears to be litt le correlat ion between
fractures and cave passage trends sugges t t he major ground-wat er systems
are oriented to maintai n grade wi t h ' t he maste r s ur fa ce drai nage
The
preferred orientation ' of t he cave passages are a l ong ' the strike (no stratigraphic implications since s t r i ke ' i s an ' arbitra ry orientation in spac e)
and ' oblique to the dip of t he s t r a t a . Furt her evidenc e f or lack of
stratigraphic controls is i llus trated by t he mere fact tha t the karst
ground-water system originates in the St , Louis limes t one (lower stratigraphically) and resurges in the Ste o Genevieve l imes t one (higher stratigraphically) . Very little evidence has ' thus been observed in t he field
for any major ' type of st r uctural and stratigraphic controls on the karst
pl ain landforms ,
0

GRAVITY MEASUREMENT AT CARLSBAD CAVERNS
John McLean
The purpose of t he gravi t y measurement pr ogram i s t o investigate the
correlation of grav i t y anomal i es with the existence of cav e passages bel ow. I n order to es tabl i sh the qensity gr ad i ent in t he area, a gravity
pro file was run down the elevator shaf t at Carlsbad Caver ns . The mean
dens ity is about 2. 37 grams per cub i c cent i me t er . Approxi mat ely 1000
surface survey pp i nts have been established dur ing 1972 using plane table
surveying techniques . These stations are being s et on a 100 foot interval
wi th supplemental stations fo r topographic control , To date, approximately
hree quadrangles have been c mplet ed and gr avi ty measurements will be made
at the stations before the next quadrangles are ma.pped . A 20 x 30 inch
quadrangle represents an a r ea 1000 x 1500 feet a t t he s cale of 1" = 50'
and is establi shed on the s ame gr id system on which the cave map of Carlsbad Caverns i s to be publ i shed o
GEOLOGIC INVEST I GATIONS OF OGLE CAVE, NEW MEXICO
Harvey R. DuChene, Dwi ght E. Deal, David H, Jagnow, John McLean
A comprehensive geolog i cal study is being made of Ogle Cave, Carlsbad
Caverns Nat i onal Park. Ogle Cave is located i n Slaught e r Canyon, approximately 500 feet above t he c anyon floor . The cave i s strongly joint
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controlled and was connected to Rainbow Cave via a "joint" passage in
1966 by the Guadalupe Cave Survey. Particular areas of interest are
the structure, stratigraphy and mineralogy of Ogle Cave and the adjoining area. Carol A. Hill is working on the mineralogy and distribution
of speleothems in Ogle Cave , Harvey R. DuChene, John McLean and Dwight
Deal are working on the stratigraphic and structural features of the
cave and surrounding area. A long range goal of this project is a thorough stratigraphic study of the rocks in Slaughter Canyon including
several measured sections beginning at the Guadalupe Escarpment and going
back to the point where the Capitan Limestone is no longer exposed.
SPELEOGENESIS IN THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS
David H, Jagnow
The goal of this project is to piece together the most comprehensive
picture of speleogenesis in the Guadalupe Mountains to date. The work
will be publishe,d as an MS thesis during 1973 and is entitled "Factors
Controlling Speleogenesis in the Guadalupe Mountains, New Mexico and
Texas." In the past much has been published on Carlsbad Caverns, but
the hundreds of other caves in the Guadalupe Mountains have largely been
ignored, Only an estimated 3% of the known Guadalupe caves have had geologic reports published on them. This project will study 30 to 40 caves
throughout the Guadalupes, analyzing structural controls, lithologic
controls and base level controls on each of the caves. To date joints
have been mapped in the Left Hand Tunnel, the Mystery Room and the New
Mexico Room of Carlsbad Caverns.
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PROGRAM IN ECOLOGY
THE DISTRIBUTION AND POPULATION DYNAMICS OF THE CAVE
CRAYFISHES OF SOUTHERN INDIANA
H, H. Hobbs III
Five species of crayfishes are known to occur within the subterranean waters of Indiana caves u Orconectes inermis inermis (Fig. 1), a
troglobite, occurs in 39 caves in Crawford, Greene, Harrison, Lawrence,
Martin, Orange, and Washing t on Counties. Orconectes inermis testii,also
a troglobite, is restric ted to the caves of Monroe County (13). Cambarus
(Erebicambarus) laevi s, a troglophile, has been observed in 46 caves in
Crawford, Decatur, Dubois, Greene, Harrison, Lawrence, Monroe, Orange,
Owen, and Washington Counties u Two trogloxenes (?), Orconectes propinquus and Orconectes immunis, have been observed in the waters of one and
two caves, respectively, in Lawrence County . Very few caves developed
in Silurian limestones in t he southeast portion of the state have been
visited . However, no troglobi t ic forms are known to occur within these,
and to date, only one cave in Decatur County has yielded a single specimen of C. laevis o
An attempt to determine the population dynamics of O.i. testii and
C. laevis in Mayfield's Cave began September, 1969 . The cave (Fig. 2),
4.8 km northwest of Bloomington, Monroe County, is developed in the Ste.
Genevieve limestone and is approximately 550 m long. A stream with
alternating riffle-pool areas flows from the rear of the cave and sumps
approximately 230 m from the entrance . During the seven-month study
period, 49 Oui. testii and 19 Co laevis were individually tagged with
fingernail polish . Twenty-five of the tagged individuals were observed
at least once after marking, for a 42 03% recovery rate (40 . 9% O.i. testii
and 20% C. laevis). Using the Peterson index, the population of O.i.
testii was estimated to be 128 over the 300 m study area; one crayfish
per 2.3 m, or 13 per 30 m. The standard error was calculated to be 16.75,
thus the 95% confidence limits for the population are 115 and 161.
The population of C. laevis was estimated to be 13 (this is well
underestimated due to small sample size), one crayfish per 23.1 m, or
1. 3 per 30 m. Standard error was 1.36, thus the 95% confidence limits
for the population are 10.3 and 15 u7.
Minimum and maximum distances moved by individual O.i. testii are
m and 42 m; however, 73.9% of the individuals moved up to 10.5 meters
away from their original marking site . It is apparent from these few
data that most individuals restrict their activity to a specific area
ranging up to 10 . 5 m ("familiar home range").

o

The range of movements of O. i. testii does not appear to be related
to the size of the animals , However, there is an apparent correlation
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that can be made between the sexes of the animals and their home ranges.
Using maximum movement values, Form I males (breeding males) travel
greater distances than do Form II (non-breeding) males (14.2 m and 2.9 m
- mean distances traveled, respectively). Form I males probably travel
greater distances in search for mates than do Form II males, which most
likely move only in search for food or to escape contact with other individuals . Adult females showed less movement than did juveniles (2.2 m
and 5.1 m, respectively) , Comparing the movements of all males and females, it appears that distances traveled by males (11.4 m) are greater
than those by females (3.2 m) ,
The tendency to move upstream dominated over the downstream movements of O.i. testii. Fifteen individuals (65.2%) were observed to move
upstream and 8 (34,8%) were found to move downstream from their tagged
location .
Too few tagged individuals of C. laevis were recaptured to draw any
significant conclusions concerning movements.
The study in Mayfield's Cave was terminated prematurely due to poor
land-owner relations, thus little additional information was obtained
concerning the life histories, molting or reproductive cycles, behavior,
competition, and ecological and social relationships of these two cave
crayfishes.
Pless Cave, developed in the Salem and St. Louis limestone formations in Lawrence County, was chosen as an alternate cave in which to
conduct studies of cave crayfishes. Nearly 5 km of passages have been
mapped, through which a stream(s) flows, varying in depth (normal flow)
from several centimeters to 2.5 m. To facilitate study, a particular
section of the cave was chosen as a study area (Fig. 3).
O.i. inermis, O. immunis and C. laevis occur in the cave, with O.i.
inermis occurring in greatest numbers. The population size of O.i.
inermis in the study area was estimated to be 1623 over 540 meters; one
crayfish per 0.33 m, or 90.0 per 30 m. Standard error was calculated
to be 110. The 95% confidence limits for the population are therefore
1407 and 1839 . If this estimate of one crayfish for every 0.33 m of
stream passage is constant throughout all stream areas of the cave,
there would be approximately 3030 crayfish per km. If one assumes three
km of stream passage within the cave, the total population in Pless Cave
is 9090 individuals. However, the stream is not homologous throughout
its entire course, as it not only varies in depth, flow, and gradient,
but the substrate is also quite variable, consisting of silt, sand,
gravel, small rocks, breakdown and all combinations thereof. Also the
density of crayfishes is higher in areas where organic debris has accumulated. Thus, this estimate of the total cave population. is undoubtedly
high by several thousand individuals .
Only 13 C. laevis were tagged, thus the estimate of 70 individuals
over the 540 m study area is probably low. The 95% confidence limits
are 23 and 117.
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All three species of crayfishes were internally (permanent - ink
injection) and externally (temporary - fingernail polish) tagged when
captured and then released. To date, 226 crayfishes have been permanently tagged, 211 O, i . testii, 2 O. immunis, and 13 C. laevis. Thirtytwo additional small (less than 17 mm) O. i . inermis were temporarily
marked (numbers painted on mid-dorsal reg i on of carapace),
During the two year study, 96 tagged individual 0 . 1. inermis were
recaptured at least once for a 45.5% recovery rate . One marked 0 0 immunis
and 5 tagged C. laevis were recovered, for a recapture rate of 50% and
38%, respectively.
Minimum and maximum distances moved by individual O. i. inermis are
571 m. Separating the population by sex, the minimum and maximum
distances moved by males are 0 m and 204 m, The mean distances moved
downstream by males is 39 . 24 m and upstream 22 . 61 m. Minimum and maximum
distances moved by females is 1.5 and 571 m. Mean d i stances moved are
81.13 m downstream and 32 , 09 m upstream . In bo t h sexes, downstream movements are greater than those against the current, thus demonstrating the
strong influence flooding exerts upon the populat i on . Size of individuals
and length of time between recaptures does not signi ficantly affect the
movement of individuals.

o m and

With 13 individual C. 1aevis tagged and only 5 recaptured, data are
too few to make interpretations of their movements . Individual females
demonstrated a maximum movement of 15 m downst.ream and 12 m upstream,
Males moved 30 m downstream and 38 m upstream.
The size distribution of O.i. inermis varied from 17 . 0 mm (carapace
length) to 34 , 0 mm (0) and 15.9 mm to 32 , 0 mm (<.? ). These measurements
represent those animals tagged . However, numerous smaller (less than 15
mm were observed. C, laevis ranged in length for males from 19.6 mm to
40.0 mm and females ranged from 24.5 mm to 50,2 mm , The few observed
individual O. immunis ranged from 24,6 mm to 27 . 5 mm ,
The study of growth of crayfishes is simplified, as they increase in
size only after molting occurs . Individuals equal to or larger than 20
mm increased onl y L 0 mm (mean for males). Females showed. a mean increase
of 1 . 8 mm per molt. Those specimens tagged t ha t were less than 20 mm in
length were not recaptured frequently enough subsequent to molting to
evaluate their growth rates. Only three (26, 1 '.?) crayfish were recorded and values ranged from 0.7 mm to 2 , 9 mm increased length. Without
additional data, no additional comments can be made concerning the growth
rates of juvenile crayfishes.
Two major periods of molting for O. i . inermis oc curred from March to
April and from August to September, both sexes following this pattern
during the study . The populat ion of breeding males is lowest during the
spring and early summer months (March to July) and rises during August
and September to a peak in late October and early November . The nonbreeding male population is lowest at this time and increases to a high
during the month of June. These changes in male form are closely correlated with the observed major molting periods .
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The adult females follow a similar molt cycle to that of the adult
males. There is some variation in the fall molt period as the ovigerous
females observed during the spring and early summer months molted at a
slightly later date (October, November) than non-ovigerous females. This
"lag" in ecdysis is mos t probably attributed to the reproductive cycle,
as an individual bearing eggs or young would no~ only loose the exuivae
at ecdysis, bu t also c as~ off t he developing embryos.
The reproductive cycle of the trogl obit1C crayfishes is relatively
easy to trace, 8S the translucent carapace enables one to observe dire c tly the change s i n size and s hape of the gonads of males and females,
and particularly t he formation and growth of oocytes in the females.
Many env i.ro nmental parametere were. measured each visit to the cave.
Deep within the -:- .ave ("cons':.ant temperature zone") the a i r temperature
remained relat.:i 'J eJ .y c.onstant, va r ying only 2 0 9 ~ C during the study . Water
temperatures were affec ted greatest during periods of flood and during
snow or ice melt . Even duri ng these periods the temperat ure never varied more than 3 .1 ~ C within the cave .
Water chemi stry data also indicated the cave environment to be relatively predictable " The extremeE s hown below are related primarily to
floods during t he spring and win t e r months . Oxygen levels were high.
varying from 9 . 62 ppm (89% saturation) to 12 . 39 ppm (113% satu~at i on) .
Methyl orange alkalinity ranged from 65 . 0 ppm to 256 ppm . pH values
ranged from 7 . 39 t o 8 . 21.
Current velocity varied considerably throughout the study period,
revealing a summer low of 0.67 cfs to a spring h1gh of 109 . 74 cfs . This
increased volume of flow, no doubt, has tremendous effects on the fauna
in the cave and certainly can explain some of the great distances individuals moved downstream after spring flooding.
PREY-PREDATOR INTERACTION:HADENOECUS EGGS EATEN BY NEAPHAENOPS
Thomas C. Kane and Thomas L. Poulson
(MACA-N-14 and N-15)
Detailed analys i e of species or interactions between species is
needed to provide c omparisons with the larger body of knowledge of aquatic species and t o chara~terize the evolutionary strategies of species
from different parts of the ecosystem .. Russell Norton has reported on
aspects of this i nteraction in past annual reports; he is now concentrating on the cricket's reproductive and behavioral strategies that
minimize predation on its eggs by the beetle , Thomas Kane is concentrating on the beetle's foraging strategy when eating only cricket eggs so
that he can predict differences in diet when Neaphaenops competes with
Pseudanophthalmus species.
Schoener has proposed a model of optimal feeding strategy in solitary predators, that 1s, predators that exist in the absence of closely
related competing species and monopolize a more or less discrete energy
source. This type of model is appealing in that it allows one to
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construct a baseline energy cost budget of the various parameters of
predation (e.g., cost of searching, cost of handling, etc.) in the abscence of competitors and predict which of these parameters will change
if a competitor is present. These predictions can then be tested by
introducing a competitor or by manipulating the system in such a way
as to mimic competition.
Unfortunately, the model has so far only been tested using very
special types of vertebrate predators, namely pursuers like raptorial
birds and island lizards . Because of its general value, the model will
be extended to invertebrate predators by testing it using the cave trechine beetle Neaphaenops tellkampfii which is a searching predator.
The principal work done so far has involved establishing that
Neaphaenops is in fact a solitary predator , Previous work (Barr and
Kuehne, 1972) has shown that Neaphaenops preys on the eggs of the common
cave cricket, Hadenoecus subterraneus, which are deposited primarily in
the upper level sandy passages of caves or in other areas of loosely
packed substrate.
To meet Schoener's criteria for a solitary predator, two requirements had to be met:
1. No other cricket egg predator could be present. This first
criterion was easily met, since no other beetle in the sandy cave passages of Mammoth Cave National Park shows the appropriate digging
behavior required of a cricket egg predator.
2 . Neaphaenops must prey solely on cricket eggs, at least in sandy
areas . A number of pieces of experimental data indicate that this second
requirement is also met .

A.

N.t. density is much greater in sandy areas than on any
other type of substrate, yet species diversity and organic
content are lower in sand indicating that other potential
food items are more abundant in non-sandy substrates.

B.

A study of mean free path, the mean rectilinear distance
moved by an organism per unit time, indicates that it is
lower on sand than on any other substrate for N.t. This
implies that N.t. searches more thoroughly on sand and
spends more time in a sandy patch than in an equal sized
patch of any other substrate .

C.

Bait trapping studies indicate that N. t. does not corne to
bait readily in sand areas, although it is captured in
fairly large numbers in bait traps in non-sandy substrates.

D.

Perhaps the most concl~sive evidence comes from N.t . substrate choice. Four 1m plots of substrate were set up in
the Natural Bridge area of Mammoth Cave, an area of highly
compacted, relatively dry substrate . The four plots were
treated as follows: 1 contained only sand; 1 mud; I rocks;
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and I a randomly distributed equal amount of all three. The
plots were trapped for 15 weeks and the contents analyzed
for presence of N,t. If the beetles showed no preference,
approxima. tely equal numbers should have been raptured in
each plot , However, a Chi-square value of p<.005 shows
that this is nc't the case and that the beetles preferentially choose sand .
E.

A final bit of evidence involves behavior within a sand patch
using hole digging as an assay . For this study 1m2 plots
were set up in cave areas representing the three cypes of
substra te previously mentioned . The m2 plots were divided
into 25 subsquares, checkerboard fashion, and half were
rand omly assigned sand t r eatment, the other half mud. In
ev e r y c a s e a Chi-square t est indicated significantly greater
ho l e d i gging in sand than in mud.

Having now estab l ished B~. as a solitary predator 1.n sandy areas,
the next phase of the study will involve detailed studies of the various
energetic costs of various predation parameters. Subsequent to this the
system will be manipulated in such a way as to introduce competition and
test for predic. t ed c.hanges in N. L predation strategy ,
CAVE VERSUS SURFACE POPULATIONS OF THE SNAIL CARYCHIUM
Ri chard W. Greene
(MACA-N-15)
Studies on these snails are of interest in understanding the evolutionary transition from troglophile to troglobite, since this is one of
few situations where surfac e and c ave populatins of any organism are
f ound in the same lo cal area .
At the present time specimens from cricket guano slopes in Little
Beauty Cave and Whi.te' s Cave are being compared to specimens of an epigean Carychium sp ., from Mammoth Dome Sink, especially with regard to eye
development . Preliminary results show that eyes of cave-dwelling specimens are rat.her well developed when compared with surface forms -. This
is consistent with an earlier report (Harry, 1951; thesis, U. of Michigan,
Ann Arbor) which stated that f ' stygium was not blind , Observations are
being made in Little Beauty Cave on the size distribution of the snails
throughout the year in order to better understand their life history ,
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
Thomas L, Poulson
(MACA-N-14 and N-15)
Is there seasonal reproduction?
Since January we have done size-frequency distributions of species
with indeterminate growth and teneral frequencies for beetles in different
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areas of Flint-Mammoth Cave, So far we see no changes which suggest a
seasonal pulse of reproduction in any species. If many of the organisms
live a long time and reproduce slowly, as in many aquatic species, then
it will take several years of data to discern the times when the young
are present.
Species diversity in relation to evolutionary strategy
Pitfall and bait trapping are compared to see if those species
attracted to bait are those from communities of low diversity and are
those with the higher rates of reproduction as determined from "A" and
egg number and size (dissection studies once season of reproduction has
been determined),
Pitfall trapping and visual census both show that many species have
a very high mobility and that there is a higher species diversi t y when
food is scarce . Diversity in and around bait traps is lower because of
a differential attraction of "crickets", di plurans, catopid beetles, and
tomocerine collembola with some avoidance of bait by trechine beetles
and other presumed predators ,
Trapping and census in areas of loose substrate, especially sand,
show that the community in these "cricketl'-beetle areas is more complex
than heretofore suspected . The Hadenoecus and Neaphaenops are still
overwhelmingly abundant, giving a low equitability and so lower species
diversity than in mud-debris areas, but there is a definite sub food web
probably based on cricket feces. This sub web includes diplurans, two
types of collembola (Arrhopalites and Folsomia?), and three presumed
predators (a spider. Anthrobia; a mite, Rhagidia; and a pseudoscorpion,
Kleptochtonius) 0
There is no difference in relative humidity (or desiccation problems
as indexed by saturation deficit) along a transect through Great Onyx
Cave even though there are striking differences in occurrence and abundance of sulfate minerals and animal life. This suggests that differences
in species diversity are due rather to some combination of distance from
ent r ances accessible to cri ckets, substrate moisture, substrate texture,
and perhaps substrate sulfate minerals . This will be an interesting area
for cooperative research between mineralogists and ecologists.
Experimental manipulat i on of substrate and food
The aim is to test alternate, multiple hypotheses concerning the
control of species diversity .
1 . Substrate diversity: Earlier studies have shown a correlation
of substrate diversity with species diversity but we felt this was
spurious, because many areas of high substrate diversity also have steady
food input and relatively invariant microclimate . Replicate 1 m2 plots
i n an area with even food input and steady microclimate, of all sand,
all mud, dirt and rock, and sand-mud-dirt-rock substrate show that the
correlation of species diversity with substrate diversity is real.
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2. Food: Experiments have been designed to test the effect of
aggregation around concentrations of food of uniform composition and
the effect of food quality, principally rate of possible utilization,
on species diversity in different areas of and kinds of caves .
a.

Food dispersion: Use of dead leaves of uniform food quality
shows that clumped food vs dispersed food has the same
general effect as bait vs non-bait traps except that the
differ ence i n diversity is not as great and the equitabilities are never as low as with bait traps using liver and
l :i.mbu r ger cheese ,

b"

Food quality: The effect of calories available per time is
being studied by following micro succession of species composit i on and diversity with time on a heterogeneous food
sour c e, namely horse manure. It is already clear that more
f requent c ensus will be necessary in the early stages as
the most available calories are consumed quickly. In the
first week crickets, phorid flies, and catopid beetles predominate and as the most available calories are used in the
first month the species diversity increases as sciarid flies
and c ollembola arrive and dominate the bait station.

BIOGEOGRAPHY OF CKK AS COMPARED TO APPALACHIAN VALLEY CAVES
Thomas L" Poulson, Thomas C. Kane, and James Keith
Absolute counts on all the fauna in
plain caves have been made to compare to
Appalachian Valley and randomly selected
and David Culve r ., Kane and Poulson have
caves to insure that the results are not
methods o
Sinkhole Plain

VB

randomly selected CKK sinkhole
the best fauna caves in the
caves censused by John Holsinger
visited the Appalachian Valley
due to difference in census

Mammoth Cave Plateau Caves

The overall fauna of the large plateau caves, such as Flint-Mammoth,
does not differ from that of small caves on the plateau, such as Little
Beauty, or small caves on the sinkhole plain, such as Parker's, Hanson's
or 70 Sinks . The fauna in these small, relatively disconnected (in geological time), and relatively rigorous (in terms of flooding and seasonal
change in microclimate) caves are in fact more diverse than in the most
diverse areas of equal extent in the large plateau caves .
Sinkhole Plain vs Appalachian Valley Caves
Based on 4 caves from each region the species diversity, abundance
of animals, continuity of fauna between seasons, and overlap of fauna
between caves are all greater in the Central Kentucky Karst . The reason
for this is not differing diversities of the possible ancestral faunas;
there is none. It does appear to relate to greater cave interconnectivity
and cave longevity in the CKK with associated differences in the time
available for cave adaptation or rates of cave adaptation.
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THE NEAPHAENOPS-HADENOECUS PREDATOR-PREY SYSTEM
Russell M. Norton
Research on this problem, begun in 1968-69, was inactive during
1970-71, but has now been resumed. For a discussion of previous
results, refer to the Eleventh Annual Report of the CRF (1969).
Current work centers on the impact of egg predation on Hadenoecus
(cave cricket) populations. In the Pennyroyal plateau of western Kentucky, the predator is the trechine beetle Neaphae~ops, and in the edge
of the Cumberland plateau in eastern Kentucky, the predator is the trechine beetle Darlingtonea. Both predator-prey associations are found
in a rather large number of caves, and both associations appear to be
highly coevolved since:
1.

Neaphaenops searching behavior is related to Hadenoecus oviposition behavior. Especially, Neaphaenops avoids digging for
eggs when they encounter the type of puncture hole made when
Hadenoecus is testing the substrate with its ovipositor prior
to oviposition. The controls for this experiment consisted
of both a similar hole produced with a toothpick and untreated
squares.

2.

It has been shown that egg production by Darlingtonea in winter
is highly correlated with egg production by Hadenoecus (Marsh,
1969).

3.

I have found Hadenoecus ovipositors are consistently longer in
caves which have a predator, although adult body sizes are the
same.

Therefore, current research is aimed at four evolutionary aspects
of these predator-prey associations:
1.

How far does the convergence between Neaphaenops and Darlingtonea extend?

2.

How do the demographic parameters of Hadenoecus compensate for
the impact of predation?

3.

Does the predation lead to a seasonal adjustment on the part
of the prey?

4.

What adaptive responses are present in the oviposition patterns
of predated Hadenoecus?
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BIOLOGY OF THE GUADALUPE CAVE AREA
William R. Elliott and Sigurd Szerlip
Biological studies during 1972 were carried out in New Cave, Able
Goat Cave, Ogle Cave, and in the Bat Cave section of Carlsbad Caverns.
Two species observed, Brackenridgia and Ceuthophilus are of particular
interest .
One female of the species Brackenridgia, an isopod, was collected
in New Cave , James Reddell collected the only other Brackenridgia (also
female) observed in Carlsbad Caverns. There is no record of this species
being found in New Mexico prior to the above two. It is still necessary
to collect some males for complete identification.
Of ecological interest is the now established fact that there are
three species of Ceuthophilus in Able Goat Cave. This is the first such
cave in the Guadalupes with this many species. An ecological study could
well be done here in the future, since o~of the species is an entrance
dwelling trogloxene, another is a twilight, entrance and dark zone troglophile, and the third is a twilight and dark zone troglobite.
Work that c ould be done in the future would include a supplement to
the record of spec i es found in the Guadalupes published by Barr and Reddell in 1967. Also, a comparison of the fauna from entrance sinks and
entrance areas of the Guadalupe caves to the troglobites which are able
to adapt completely to the cave could be of value in determining distribution patterns and evolutionary trends of cave dwelling arthropods in
the Guadalupes and New Mexico.
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ARCHEOLOGY
ARCHEOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES IN MAMMOTH CAVE AND VICINITY
Pat t y Jo Watson
(MACA-N-24)
Archeolog i cal wo rk in and around Mammoth Cave National Park in
1972 began wi~h rec onnai ssance of several Green River shellmounds in
the vicinity of Morgantown and Rochester, Kentucky, and test excavation
of one of these : t he Car lston Annis site in Butler County. It was thought
that these Archa i c s hellmounds should overlap in time with aboriginal use
of the MCNP caves and would pr ovide subsistence and other data comparable
to that from our excava t ions in Salts Cave Vestibule . Two radiocarbon
dates just released (October 1972) by the UCLA Institute of Geophysics
and Planetary Physics indicate that at least this one shellmound -Carlston Annis -- was contemporary with some of the prehistoric caving
activity in MCNP (see Summary Sheet of Radiocarbon Dates). Flotation
samples, animal bone, and mussel shell from Carlston Annis are being
analyzed by Richard Yarnell, Lathel Duffield, and David Stansbery, respectively . All of these experts have worked on Salts Cave Materials. The
shellmound work was supported by a Washington University research grant.
During May, 1972, archeological observation and recording trips
were made to the K and E surveys in Mammoth Cave's Ganter Avenue area,
and through the Violet City to Historic Entrance commercial route. Surprising quantities of relatively well preserved material were noted and
further wo r k i s planned i n Mammoth Cave fo r the future in order to ensure thorough document at i on of these remains.
Robert St ewar t, e t hnobotanist, has completed a quantitative analysis of the food contents in 23 paleofecal specimens from Mammoth Cave.
His results plus the work of Yarnell (plant remains), Duffield (animal
bone), Robbins (human remains), Stansbery (mussel shell), Schoenwetter
(pollen), and Dusseau (parasites in the paleofeces) on material from
the Salts Cave Vestibule excavations will be included in a volume now
being assembled by P. Watson: ARCHEOLOGY OF THE MAMMOTH CAVE AREA. This
book is a sequel t o the 1969 Illinois State Museum publication on Salts
Cave and will contain a ccounts of all archeological work done since 1969
in MCNP by the CRF project . It will be published by Seminar Press in
New York .
Since 1969, the archeological project of the CRF has been partially
supported by a Nat i onal Geographic Society Research grant.
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TABLE
Summary of Available Radiocarbon Dates* 1972
Lee Cave Interior

Salts Cave
710
990
1410
1460
1540

B.C .
B. C.
B.C.
B.C .
B.C.

Vestibule
± 100 (GaK
± 120 (GaK
± 220 (GaK
± 220 (GaK
± 110 (GaK

2622)
2765)
2764)
2766)
2767)

(all dates on charcoal)
Cave Interior
290 B.C . ± 200 (M 1573)
(squash seeds)
320 B.C. ± 140 (M ,1777)
400 B.C. ± 140 (M 1577)
(squash pollen)
620 B.C. ± 140 (M 1574)
(gourd seeds)
710 B. C. ± 140 (M 1770)
(sunflower)
(The above 5 dates are on
paleo fecal material)
480 B. C. ± 140 (M
560 B. C. ± 140 (M
570 B. C. ± 140 (M
770 B. C. ± 140 (M
890 B.C. ± 150 (M
ll90 B.C. ± 150 (M
(The above 6 dates
wood or bark)

1585)
1584)
1587)
1588)
1586)
1589)
are on

2250 B.C o ± 65 (UCLA l729A) (cane)
4100 B.C. ± 60 (UCLA l729B) (log
fragments)
Wyandotte Cave, Indiana
Interior
910 B.C. ± 60 (UCLA l731B) (Bark
and sticks from
under Fallen Rock
in Washington Hall)
A.D. 240 ± 80 (UCLA l731A) (Bark
and wood from
Rugged Mountain)
Carlston Annis Shellmound, Bt-5
(Butler County, Kentucky)
2090 B.C. ± 180 (UCLA l845B)
(charcoal from
level 8)
2300 B.C. ± 80 (UCLA l845A)
(charcoal from
level 10)

November, 1972

1125 B. C. ± 140 (I 256)
(The above date is on soot)
Little Al Interior
A.D . 30 ± 160 (M 2259)
10 B. C. ± 160 (M 2258)
(The above 2 dates are on
internal tissue from the
Salts Cave mummy)
Mammoth Cave Interior
280
420
1050
2170

B. C.
B.C.
B.C .
B. C.

±
±
±
±

40
60
70
70

(X-8)
(X-9)
(UCLA
(UCLA

(This date is on a slipper fragment)
(This date is on cane fragments)
l730B) (wood)
l730A) (dried, weed stalks)

*All calculated on the basis of the Libby half-life and with 1950 base date.
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HISTORY AND ECONOMICS
HISTORY OF THE PEOPLES AND CAVES OF FLINT RIDGE, KENTUCKY
Stanley Do Sides
(MACA-H-l)
The field program initiated in 1971 was continued in 1972 with more
passages of Upper Salts Cave being examined and names recorded. An area
of special interes t i n Salts Cave is the "Neville Bedroom" where the
Russell T. Neville party spent the night of July 12, 1927 in the cave.
An interesting photograph of the party "asleep" in the cave may be found
in the Saturday Evening Post in an article by Clay Perry entitled "Come,
Let Us Go Spelunking ," July 12, 1941, p. 15.
Reconnaissance of the Bedquilt area of Colossal Cave revealed several Lee names in the "1871" passage dating back to that .year. Few dates
are then found until 1896, the year Colossal Cave w'as commercialized by
the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Several names and dates o~ a
limited group of lo cal cave explorers are present up until the turn of
the century. Extensive visitation of the Bedqui1t area ceased with commercial development of Colossal Cave and only rare dates are found after
1900.
During 1973 at t ention will be focused an the passages in Middle
Salts and the passages between Dismal Valley and Salts Cave Entrance. In
1912 Edmund Turner and Floyd Collins explored extensively in Salts Cave.
The distribution of their names i.s being plotted to attempt to determine
where they concentrated their activity in the cave.
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ADVISORY ACTIVITIES
CRITIQUE OF THE MASTER PLAN FOR MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK
Richard A" Watson
Followi.ng i s a s ummary of a critique of the Master Plan and Wilderness Study for Mammoth Cave National Park that appears in Na tional Parks
and Conservation Magazine . The master plan is analyzed and its eight
basic principles are abstracted and presented as exemplary for future
National Park Service planning . The plan is without question extraordinarily farsighted and i t may be of revolutionary significance for
t.he national park system c
The basic: principl es exemplified in the Mammoth Cave National Park
preliminary mas r..er· plan are these:
1. Move all facilities except those absolu t.ely essential to observing the park's features to the periphery of the par k . This includes all
Park Servi.ce headqu.a rter s buildings, museums, and housing; and all
c0ncessioner-oper a t ed C'vernight a ccommoda tions, res t aurants, and shop s .

2. El imina t e all private automobile traffic to the major attract ions in the par k, and remove automobile parking lots at these locations.
3. Provi de concess i oner-operated transit service to all major
attractions in t he park .
4" Expand fac.ilities for hiking, pr i mitive c.amping, hand-powered
boating, and other outdoor recreational a ctivities appropriate to the
natural surround ings "
5 . Cooper at e with r egional organizat.ions i n planning the development of, and pub licity f e r, r egional rec.reational and tourist accommodations outside t he park.
6. Provide for the public only tho~e activities, facilities, and
services essen tial to vis i t ing the park, so as to protect its unique
features for the enjoyment of future generations .

70 Con tinue eco l ogically or l ented resear.ch to aid in the management
and interpretat ion cf t he park .
8 . Keep foremost the goal of managing and developing the park in
ways that wil l bes t pr eserve, prote ct , and exhib it the unique natural
features on the basi s of whi.ch the park was estab lished.
Although it is urged t ha t t he Master Plan be adopted, the Plan and the
Wi l derness Study a r e cri t i cized on the grounds that NPS criteria for
exc luding areas fr em wild erness designation are idealistic and unrealistic,
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that the location of the new staging center should be on Mammoth Cave
Ridge rather than on Joppa Ridge, that the NPS should not build a bridge
across Green River, and, finally, that the designation of underground
wilderness should be applied in Mammoth Cave National Park .
UNDERGROUND WILDERNESS IN THE GUADALUPE ESCARPMENT:
A CONCEPT APPLIED
Robert R. Stitt and William P . Bishop
The concept of underground wilderness is not new to the discussions
of protection of caves and karst features and has occurred regularly
since before the Wilderness Act of 1964 became law . Those who have experienced the cave wilderness have never doubted its existence, but land
managers have been slow to accept it. Here we discuss the definition
of underground wilderness in terms of the value of the resource, its
impact on an observer, and its defensible boundaries . We explore the
utility of the concept in management of the cave resource and the overlaying lands and apply it explicitly to the Guadalupe Escarpment of New
Mexico and Texas. From the considerations of underground wilderness and
its application to the Guadalupe Escarpment we arrive at concrete recomemdations for underground wilderness in the Guadalupe Escarpment area.
WORKSHOP ON UNDERGROUND WILDERNESS
William P. Bishop
On 27-28 October 1972 a "Wilderness Workshop" was held in El Paso,
Texas under the sponsorship of the El Paso Centennial Museum with support
of a number of environmental and conservation organizations from the TexasNew Mexico area. Dr . William p " Bishop, a Foundation Director, was invited to chair a seminar and discussion of the concept of "underground
wilderness" and its application to areas of interest to the group in attendance.
Approximately thirty individuals--including members of conservation
organizations, private citizens and land managers--attended the hour-long
"group session" on 28 October . Among the topics of discussion were
1) the concept of underground wilderness, 2) the applicability of the 1964
Wilderness Act to the underground, 3) the idea of three-dimensional land
management, 4) interactions of surface and underground usage, and 5) the
application of the concept to areas in Texas and New Mexico.
SPELOLOGY: AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL FOR LOW ACHIEVERS
Sarah Go Bishop
For students who have not known better than average academic accomplishment it is often useful to demonstrate to them that their learning
capability is indeed significant--something they have had little opportunity to observe. In order to draw attention to their unknown capabilities, students must be presented with a learning experience different from
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the ones whi.ch have failed to teach them in the past. Furthermore, so
that a student clearly realizes he has learned something from the particular lesson, the subject must be quite unfamiliar to him. With this
in mind a presentation on speleology was delivered to Developmental
Academ ic Program students in an orientation session at the University
of Albuquerque.
The 90 minute learning experience was comprised of four parts: a
lecture on the fundamentals of speleology, reading of a few pages in a
model "case study," a visual presentation of slides covering the several
aspects of cave studies, and a taped excerpt of a narrative sequence
read by a trained speaker. A fifth learning technique was discussed by
the group, that of a fi.eld trip to an actual local e, a cave.
Formal l ec,ture material of the fundamentals i ncluded discussion of
the scop e of s peleology and the several classical disciplines involved.
Geology was d ivided into three areas: petrology, geomorphology/hydrology
and mine ralogy. St.ress was placed on the formation of the limestone
deposits, t he res ults of the action of water upon those deposits and
the deposi tio n of minerals and the types of minerals fqund in caves.
Biology was limited to the animal species most apparent, their ecological
community, and the evolution of the troglobites from terrestrial forms.
The final few mi nutes were devoted to man in caves including preColumbian Indian usage, 19th century guano miners and present day use
and abuse of caves . The 'mystery and allure of caves was not omitted.
The case study selected was the Central Kentucky Karst . The reading
material dis tri buted was selected from "Wilderness Resources in Mammoth
Cave Na tional Park: A Regional Approach" by Davidson and Bishop. The
passages chosen were a brief review of the scientific findings in the
CKK on the dr.ainage, basin, t he caves, the cave fauna, the, influence of
human a ctivities and ar cheology. A short glossary was supplied to augment unders t and ing of the unfamiliar terms.
The visual presentation was pictures taken mostly from the book Life
0f the Cave by Mohr and Poulson with a selection of scenic and activity
slides taken from private collections. The presentation was made on two
screens in order to show relationships between a number of the illustrations.
A taped reading from The Caves Beyond by Brucker and Lawrence .illustrated the psychology of the caver and the excitement. in the study of
caves. t-lhile the subject matter was not scholarly (in the usual sense),
the impact was one of adventure and searching for new understanding in
one particular cave.
In discussions following the four parts of the presentation, it became clear that t he students had deve10ped and maintained an interest in
the material, had learned a great deal, and were impressed with the possibilities for learning from several different sources of material. Little
encouragement was needed to elicit a suggestion of a fifth possible means
of learning about aves, namely a field trip.
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MANAGEMENT
THE DIRECTORATE
Changes in the Officers and Board of Directors were made at both
Spring and Fall meetings of the Board. The final arrangement of
responsibilities is reported here.
Mrs . Jacque Austin retired as Treasurer and Board Member after many
years o f servi.ce. The new Treasurer is Dr. William P. Bishop, t-lho will
be assisted by Dennis Drum acting i n the newly created position of Controller.
Dr . Thomas L. Poulso n r etired from the Board of Directors . He will
continue t o have an activ e r.ole as Chairman of the Committee for Interpretation a nd Infor mation. His replacement on the Board is Dr. P. Gary
Eller, the Area Operat i ons Manager for Mammoth Cave .
Dr . Joseph K. Dav i ds on retired from the Presidency after
of service. He r emains on the Board of Directors and will be
of Park Servi c e and Conservation Organization relations. Dr.
D. Sides of the University of Kentucky Medical Center becomes
President of the Cave Research Foundation.

five years
in charge
Stanley
the fourth

Dr. Denver P . Burns is the new Secretary of the Foundation, replacing Dr . Bishop.
MERGER OF GUADALUPE CAVE SURVEY WITH CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
The Guadalupe Cave Sur vey, which has been oper at i ng as a research
organization I n Car ls bad Caverns National Park since 1966 has merged
with the Cave Resear ch Foundation. The purpose of the Guadalupe Cave
Survey, now the western arm of the Cave Res earch Foundation, is to make
a scientific study of the features of the ca ves in the area of the Guadalupe Mountains in Southeastern New Mexico and other adjoining areas.
Emphasis will cont i nue t.o be placed on cartogr aphy, geol ogy and biology
programs in the Guadalupes.
FIELD OPERATIONS AT MAMMOTH CAVE
Major rearrangements have been ma de on the Fl int Ri dge Field Station.
The Austin House now serves the dual tole o f res i dence f or on-s i te
researchers and as commi sary for the expedition personnel. The Ol d
Ticket Offi ce is now Expedjtion Headquarters and supplies and rescue
equipment are stored th ere. The Coll in s Hous e and t.he back Bunkhouse
retain their primary purpose of pro vi di ng sleeping space for expediti on
personnel. The Speleo-Hut is now used only for long term storage. The
new water system is working well.
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FIELD OPERATIONS AT CARLSBAD CAVERNS NATIONAL PARK
Field Operations Manager at Carlsbad Caverns is Pete Lindsley, previously Director of the Guadalupe Cave Survey. Mr. Lindsley is a member
of the Technical Staff of the Equipment Research and Development Laboratory of Texas Instruments in Dallaso Approximately six expeditions are
fielded each year in the Guadalupes and are supported by approximately 45
Joint Venturers from Arizona, New Mexico and Texas.
PERSONNEL
CRF
year and
pages do
who have

Joint Venturers have decreased slightly in number during the past
now stand at 274. These and other statistics on the following
not include approximately 23 Guadalupe Escarpment Area personnel
not yet signed CRF Joint Venture Agreements:

Number of JV's as of November 6, 1971
Attrition through death, discontinuance, etc ,
New JV agreements since November 6, 1971

280
-57
+51

Number of JV's as of November 11, 1972

274

This modest decrease in our numbers should not be taken as reflective of
any decrease in activity in the Mammoth Cave area. Our facilities were
used to near capacity on most scheduled expeditions. Throughout the rest
of the year much activity was evident from nonscheduled parties working
on special projects and by the almost continuous occupancy of the Field
Station by resident researchers . It is also reflected in the 5979 hours
spent underground by expedition members o
The conclusion then is that we are working more intensively these days
than in the recent past, accomplishing more work with no net increase in
numbers . As long as the projects to which we have committed ourselves do
not suffer from inattention, this situation of relatively static manpower
has decided advantages for us:
L

2.
3

Facilities adequate (with proper upkeep a.nd minor improvements).
No shortage of leadership for cave parties or expeditions.
Persons returning after several months absence see a. large number
of familiar faces; Red Watson's oft-mentioned objective of preserving "human values" in CRF is fulfilled .

During the past year, no special effort was made to restrict the influx of new personnel, aside from the usual screening for maturity, continuing availability, and serious intent. The job may not be so straightforward in the coming year . The surge of national publicity is likely to
make an increasing number of cavers aware of us, asking to participate in
the exploration-survey project . More trained speleo-specialists and their
field assistants will be artracted to the CKK by the scientific papers
coming off the presses ,
Easter weekend, March 39 to April 2, saw a large turnout for what
had been planned as an opportunity for party leaders to interact with a
few of our key scientists. As planning progressed, the weekend's intent
was broadened to provide a semi-symposium atmosphere .
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Celltra l Kentucky Operat i. ons

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF JOINT VENTURERS
Near to MCNP
Ohio
Indiana
Missour i.
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Tennes spe
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-----..--._--an
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1
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3
2
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1
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2
0
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3
1
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1
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1
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1
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TOTAL:
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Of the 51 new Joint Venturers during the past year, the majority, 55%,
were from the three states of Ohio (11), Indiana (11), and Kentucky (6).
The remaining personnel (45%) resided in the following: Canada (3),
Connecticut (3), Missouri (3), D.C. (2), Maryland (2), and one each from
Georgia, Germany, Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
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PUBLICATIONS

JOURNAL ARTICLES

Supported

IN

1972

~ers

25.

Franz-Dieter Miotke and Arthur N. Palmer. GENETIC RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CAVES AND LANDFORMS IN THE MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK
"
"
AREA. Bohler
Press, Wurzburg,
69 pp. (1972).

26.

Franz-D i eter Miotke and Hans Papenberg. GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY OF THE SINKHOLE PLAIN AND GLASGOW UPLAND, CENTRAL KENTUCKY
KARST: PRELIMINARY REPORT. Caves and Karst li, 25-32 (1972).

27 ,

Stanley D. Sides. EARLY CAVE EXPLORATION IN FLINT RIDGE, KENTUCKY:
COLOSSAL CAVE AND THE COLOSSAL CAVERN COMPANY. Jour. Spelean
History~, 63-69 (1971) .

28.

Stanley D Si des . EARLY HART COUNTY TRAVEL BY MAMMOTH CAVE VISITORS. Hart County Historical Quat. 4 [2] 6-10 (1972).

Scientific

Report~

1.

Carol A. Hill, Harvey R. DuChene and David H. Jagnow. "Preliminary
Geological and Mineralogical Investigations of the Lower Cave
and Left Hand Tunnel Portions of Carlsbad Caverns:'January 10,
1972, Guadalupe Cave Survey Report to the National Park Service,
18 pp (13 photos).

2.

Carol A. Hill, David H. Jagnow and Dwight E. Deal, "Guadalupe Cave
Survey Mineralogical Report for the Geologic Field Trip of 12
February, 1972," April 7, 1972, Guadalupe Cave Survey Report to
the National Park Service, 7 pp (2 photos).

3.

Carol A. Hill, "Lithographic Controls on Speleothem Development in
Carlsbad Caverns," January 10, 1972, Guadalupe Cave Survey Report
to the Na tional Park Service, 20 pp (3 photos).

4.

Harvey R, DuChene, "A Survey of Cave Sediment Studies with Special
Emphasis on the Sediments in the Lower Cave Portion of Carlsbad
Caverns," January 10, 1972, Guadalupe Cave Survey Report to the
National Park Service, 23 pp.

Advisory Reports
10.

Horton H. Hobbs III and Steve G. Wells. The Lost River Karst:
PROBLEMS IN CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT. Natl. Speleol.
Soc. News 30, 123-128 (1972).
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PAPERS AT PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS
American Association for the Advancement of Science (Philadelphia,
December, 1971)
Thomas L. Poulson and John E. Cooper, "A new genus and species of amblyosid cave fish and its relation to evolution and cave adaptation in
the group"
Thomas L. Poulson, "Experimental analysis of species diversity in terrestrial cave ecosystems"
Thomas L. Poulson, "Bat guano ecosystems"
Society for American Archeology (Bal Harbour, Florida, May, 1972)
William H. Marquardt, "Recent investigations in a Western Kentucky Shellmount"
Patty Jo \vatson, "Archeology of the Mammoth Cave Area"
American Association of Physical Anthropologists (Lawrence, Kansas,
March, 1972)
Michael R. Zirrnnerman, "Preservation of blood cells in a 2000 year old
mummy"
National Speleological Society (White Salmon, Washington, August, 1972)
Russell S. Harmon, John W. Hess and William B. White, "Chemical characterization of vadose waters in the South Central Kentucky Karst"
Indiana Academy of Science (South Bend, Indiana, November, 1972)
Thomas Kane, "Prey-predator interactions: behavior of Neaphaenops as a
solitary predator on eggs of Hadenoecus"
Horton H. Hobbs III, "The distribution and ecology of cave crayfishes
in Indiana"
TALKS, SEMINARS, AND SYMPOSIA
Arthur N. Palmer:
Slide lectures centering around the topic Geomorphology of Cave Regions
of the U.S. were given at the following places:
Lancaster Univ. Speleological Soc., England, June 13, 1972.
Univ. of Leeds, England, Dept. of Geology/U. of Leeds Speleol.Assoc.
June 15, 1972.
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Cave Club of Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, July 21, 1972.

" Hohlenforschung
"
"
Annual Convention of Verein fur
in Osterreich,
Sierning, Austria, Aug. 13, 1972.
Horton H. Hobbs III:
"The Lost River Karst" at University of Wisconsin.
"Biospeleology" at Indiana University Spelunking Club.
Carol A. Hill:
"Mineralogy of Fort Stanton Cave" at Arizona Regional Meeting of
NSS, Tucson .
William P. Bishop:
"Speleological Studies in the Mammoth Cave National Park Area" at
the Southwest Region of the NSS, El Paso.
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Franz-Dieter Miotke and Arthur N. Palmer

GENETIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAVES AND LANDFORMS
IN THE MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK AREA
Cavern development in Mammoth Cave National Park ha s been controlled bv the erosional and
depositional histor y of the O h io River draina~e svstem during the Lne Tertiarv and PicJst ocene. Ma·
jor cave levels were for med when the entrenchi ng Grce n I{lver stood at base level fur l on ~ time
peri cds, an.:i therefo re (he large st cave passa~es co rrela te with tcrraces In [ he nl'arby river v.llIL'y .
Wide can yo n passages at an elevatlun of rough Iv 620 fee t co rrdate wit h tite Penn v roval plateau >u r·
face. pan of an e xtensive er oSIO n su rface chat developed wilc'1l the for mer T eays Rl\'L' r sys tem drained most of what is today the O hi o River ba Si n. Filling of ,h e Teavs vallev bv Nebraskan till a nd o ut·
wash d iverted the hcad~'Jters o f the Teav s in to t h e -Oh io valley. causi ~g dee p and rapId cntre nch·
ment of river valleys durlTl F: the A fr onian interglacial. with inciSion or narrow canyons III the caves.
Kansan glacia tlon resulted in partial all uvlatio n of su rface vallevs and fillin~ o t' cave passa~es to
roughly 600 feet. Terraces a nd severa l distinct cave lev d s were formed during tit e len!(th v Y.Ir·
mouthian interglacial at el ev ati ons of jOO·j50 feet. w ith th in " ravel fill accumulatlllg locally dUring
the sub sequent Ill ino ian gl acia ti o n. Terraces and cave lev els below JOO feet a rc main!. 0 1 Sa nga·
monian, Wiscon sin. and Ho locene age. The present G re en I{lvcr po ol stan d s at 4 20 feet at Mamm o th
Cave.
Geolo~ic structure and lith o logv influen ce passa"c trends. but not the elevation o f ma,lor cave
level s. Mos t cave pa ssa~e s ha ve been genera<ed bv !'rou nd·water r echar~e trom brst vallevs. where
infiltrati on is co ncen trOlted. Chemical d.;l[a tndlC;He th at m o ~[ Infdtratlon Into tht:: caves rcach~s the
phreatic zone while still unsaturate d. with lo wes t dissolved car bo nate co ntent d l1 rln~ WI: ( sC :.tsuns.
Precip itaClon of tra ve rtine is co nse quen tlv rare in caves of the nationa i park. Coupled wi th (h e relatively long re side nce tim e for water within (he phrea tiC lo ne. thi S soiuClo nai ag:?rcsslvcness allows
the development ot lateral solutI o n condu its near base level. During pe n uds ot' high discha r~c . most
ground water is still aggressive where it eXIts at s prings.

GEOMORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY OF THE SINKHOLE
PLAIN AND GLASGOW UPLAND . CENTRAL KENTUCKY
KARST: PRELI~tINARY REPORT
By FRANZ-DIETER MIOTKE *& HANS PAPENBERG*
Abstract
Geomorphological studies supported by the tracin g of subsurface flow of water from
several slnkmg strea ms on th e Sinkh o le Plain nea r Ma mmoth Cave National Park. Kentu c ky
prove that the Il1111al flU Via l dr a tnage pattern of the Sinkhole Plain still in!luences the sui>terranean dratnage sys tem. Part o f the Sinkhole Plain surface d ra inage in this area (Gardner
Creek and LIttle Smktng Cree k) Ilows via the subsurface to Green River, but part ISinkin o
Cr ee k and Do ty Creek) dr ams VIa the sub su rface t o Barr en Rive r at Graham Spring. n ort h~
east of Bowlmg Green. These su bsurfa ce !low paths are significa nt no t on ly beea~ se they
are proven by th e fust dye te sts eve r perl a rm ed in the Sinkh o le Plain, but also because th ev
show,the error of the. traditi o na ll y accepted assur.1ption that the Sinkhole Plain drains o nl~
to the Greel~ RIver. Even m o re Impo rtant is the ve ry high probability that part of th e wate r
supply of Mamm o th Cave NatIonal Park IS derived from the Sinkhole Plain and that poUution o f the aqu Ifer in a rea, as mll c h as 6 km so uth of the Park Qoundary and surfa ce water
tarth er w the sO llth cn~ld affect the Park. Thl' avc ra ee minimum veloc ity fur the ini tia l
pu lse 01 dyed s!,,,re s is ~9mm l scc (105 m;llr) and the )lIghest average m in imum vel ocit y
reco rded IS 4 9m m , sec ( 1 76 mi hr) uvcr a dislJIKe of c1 knl.
It is eV Ident that the br st draina~e ,,·'tem o f the Sinkhole Plain is no t chao tic but is
we ll al igned and o r ~a ni zed. Th e SInkhole Pblll is not formed hy widespread , ubsoil solu tion
o t bedroc k but ll1>tead ha s a elml!,le~ tluvi:ll-karstic o rl )!in. Structural influence cannot be
d e men but has o nly mooerate Impor tance.
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Dr. William P. Bishop
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Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Mrs. Sarah Bishop
2949 Hyder SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Mr. John Corcoran
3504 Crest SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
William and Pat Crowther
8 Greenwood Road
Arlington, Massachusetts 02174
Prof. Joseph K. Davidson
Department of Mechanical Engineering
The Ohio State University
206 W. 18th Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Dr . Dwight Deal
PO Box X, U. T. Station
Austin, Texas 78712
Mr , Harvey DuChene
3304 Morris St , NE #15
Albuquerque, New Mesico 87111
Mr . William R. Elliott
Department of Biology
Texas Tech , University
Lubbock, Texas 79409
Dr. Richard W. Greene
Department of Biology
Notre Dame University
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Mr. James Hardy
553 Mission Avenue NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107
Mr. Russell Harmon
Department of Geology
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Mr. John W. Hess
Department of Geology
Deike Building
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
Mrs. Carol A. Hill
Box 5444-A, Route 5
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87123
Mr . Horton Hobbs III
Department of Zoology
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
Mr. David Jagnow
522 Wellesley SE #3
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Mr . Thomas C. Kane
Department of Biology
Notre Dame University
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Mr. James Keith
Department of Biology
Notre Dame University
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Mr. John McLean
3017 Delano Place NE
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Mr . Russell M. Norton
Department of Biology
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New Haven, Connecticut
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Department of Geology
State University College
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Mr . Gilbert Peterson
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Prof. Thomas L. Poulson
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Dr. Stanley D. Sides
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Prof. Patty Jo Watson
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